### Score Card - 4-H Clothing Project

**Member’s Name:** _________________________________  
**Project:** _________________________________________  
**Date:** ____________________________________________

#### GENERAL APPEARANCE
- Neat, clean, ready to wear  
- Harmony of pattern and fabric

#### FUNCTION
- Fabric suited to purpose  
- article serves its purpose

#### WORKMANSHIP
- stitching straight and even  
- tension is correct and even  
- suitable color of thread  
- no skipped stitches  
- neat and even hand stitching  
- accurate completion of buttonholes, zippers, collars, pockets, hems  
- facings do not roll to the side  
- understitching is neat and serves its purpose  
- bulk removed and clipped and graded where necessary  
- trim and topstitching accurately applied

### Comments

**Overall Comments:**
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